Blaze Roulette Table
What sets the TCSJOHNHUXLEY Blaze Roulette Table apart?
Blaze for Roulette takes roulette tables to the next level, with an LED lightbox beneath the game surface
which allows you to display eye catching animations, game status prompts and winning numbers.
Features & Benefits
Displays eye catching animations
Available in Single or Double Zero
Slimline acrylic or cloth layout gaming surface
Highlights winning numbers which assists players and dealers
Quick and easy to install
Excites and entertains new and existing players alike
TCSJOHNHUXLEY hold the global patent for displaying
animation on the gaming surface
Low maintenance, long-life LEDs
LCD touchscreen dealer console
Easy to operate; little training required
Compatible with all TCSJOHNHUXLEY Roulette Wheels and
the e-FX™ Display range

Blaze Roulette Dealer Operations
Blaze Roulette is fully automated. The only manual operation the
dealer needs to complete is if the game needs to be voided for any
reason. Voiding the game is done through a dealer console similar
to other Blaze games. Winning numbers are passed to the Blaze
system and e-FX™ Display directly from an integrated Saturn™
Roulette Wheel, TCSJOHNHUXLEY reader head or connection to
a third-party wheel.

Energy Efficient
Unlike traditional illuminated tables - which consist of a light box
with individual light bulbs that require regular replacement - Blaze
LED Surface Technology is energy efficient and offers thousands
of hours operating life. This means that game play is uninterrupted
and regular maintenance is limited.

Create the winning combination

www.tcsjohnhuxley.com
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Blaze and the Saturn™ Glo Roulette Wheel make a winning
combination, lighting up your gaming floor with their automated
and synchronised colour changes which clearly indicate attract
mode, ‘Place Your Bets’, ‘No More Bets’ and specific winning
numbers. Compatible with all TCSJOHNHUXLEY Roulette
Wheels and the e-FX™ Display range

Let’s get technical
840mm
2819mm
1623mm

Top Shipping Height
Top Shipping Width
Top Shipping Depth
Top Shipping Weight

1820mm
2940mm
160mm
200kg

Base Shipping Height
Base Shipping Width
Base Shipping Depth
Base Shipping Weight

900mm x2
900mm x2
900mm x2
40kg x2

Lightbox Shipping Height
Lightbox Shipping Width
Lightbox Shipping Depth
Lightbox Shipping Weight

500mm
1780mm
450mm
60kg

Colour Options

Available in a number of colours and finishes

Electronics Options

Blaze Lightbox Output
Dealer console
Built in cooling fan

Compatible Products

GFL Media
GFL Optimisation
All TCSJOHNHUXLEY Roulette Wheels
e-FX™ Displays
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